By JORDANA BORN
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer
As of last night, negotiations between leaders of the University's Student Newspaper and The Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer "The Philadelphia Council of Newspaper Unions."
"Each side will have its plan ready."

By GREGORY MONTANARO
"Mini-machine gun"-wielding in held-up

By CAROL MIEZICKI
"Inside the fight to strike this afternoon." Unions are at the center of the Payroll and Specialties work stoppage at the University.

By PETER MORRISON
"WARD, page 4"

By SCOTT WARD
Marketing professor Scott Ward is under investigation for sexual misconduct.

By JORDANA BORN
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer
"The University has spent millions of dollars to secure campus and student services." The University's efforts are to ensure the safety and well-being of the community.

By CAROL MIEZICKI
"Skit spurs meeting on stereotypes." Students are encouraged to challenge and question societal stereotypes.

By JOHN CRONIN

By JOHN CRONIN
"Whites and Wards face several new sex charges." The University police are investigating reports of sexual misconduct.

By JOHN CRONIN
"WARD, page 4"

By JORDANA BORN
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer
"The Philadelphia Council of Newspaper Unions."
"Each side will have its plan ready."
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"Skit spurs meeting on stereotypes." Students are encouraged to challenge and question societal stereotypes.

By JOHN CRONIN
Seventy-six students picked for Commission

By CARANAMACHI

A student selection committee -- chaired by the University and Student Organization -- chose students to work with the Commission on Public Policy Studies to change the usual committee selection process.

The committee members were selected in a "pro-politically correct" bias, and the students actually on the Commission.

"The selection committee was made public," said Nadel, "I've felt like these positions should be chosen like the others.

Dunn said, however, that although the administration suggested that the NEC make this selection committee "more inclusive of the community," Dunn decided the NEC was "broke away from the original idea.

"There was no pressure," Dunn said. "The selection process was left up to us." (The I-NEC I'm going to try to solicit students who have to be the only one.

"There was no pressure," Dunn said. "The selection process was left up to us." (The NECC is the Interfraternity Council and the Interfraternity Council.

'It's very easy to sit back and talk about issues without accomplishing anything," said student Paul, who said the Commission "will be open to all students.

"I'm hopeful but I am also wary," Sanghavi said. "I hope the Commission will be very proactive. It's very easy to sit back and say something, but we have to do the only thing.

College junior Joanna Paul will form the student selection committee. The "selection committee is made public," said Nadel, "I've felt like these positions should be chosen like the others.
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The University has spent an enormous amount of time and money trying to restore the two oldest buildings on campus.

It hasn’t been easy.

By BETH TRITTER
Daily Pennsylvania Staff writer

The University of Pennsylvania, the oldest educational institution in the country, has spent millions of dollars on the restoration of its two oldest buildings, College Hall and Logan Hall, which were built in the 1820s and 1830s respectively. The renovations began in the late 19th century and continued throughout the 20th century, with major projects in the 1960s and 1970s.

The renovations were necessary because the buildings were in poor condition. College Hall, which was built in 1820, had been used as a dormitory, a lecture hall, and a hospital at various times. Logan Hall, which was built in 1831, was used as a library and a laboratory.

The renovations included the repair of the buildings’ roofs, walls, and foundations, as well as the replacement of the buildings’ windows and doors. The buildings were also cleaned and painted, and new electrical and plumbing systems were installed.

The renovations were not without controversy. Some critics argued that the renovations were too extensive and that the buildings were being altered too much. Others argued that the buildings were being underutilized and that the renovations were needed to bring them up to modern standards.

Despite the controversy, the renovations were completed and the buildings were opened to the public in 2000. Since then, they have been used for a variety of purposes, including office space, lecture halls, and meeting rooms.

The University has spent millions of dollars on the restoration of College Hall and Logan Hall, but the work is not yet complete. The university continues to invest in the maintenance and restoration of these historic buildings, ensuring that they will be preserved for future generations to enjoy.
Watch your money grow into valuable retirement income with the new Teachers Personal Annuity.

Call 1-800-223-1200

Reporter examines role of media

By JULIA BLOOM

Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

The media must play a role in solving the challenges that face America today, Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter Jennifer Johnson told a crowd of about 200 people at the Annenberg School Wednesday.

"This is the most important period in American history in 60 years," he said. "This new series of tests is difficult and challenging because it is amorphous...and long term."

Johnson, who received a Pulitzer for "Americas and the Crisis of Change in the '90's," was the second in an annual lecture series in honor of philanthropists Walter and Lenore Annenberg.

"A media that is not optimistic...and long term."

Johnson, a best-selling author and Washington Post political reporter and editor, suggested the media must stand up to public opinion. He pointed to the examples of Nebraska and Tennessee reform, saying, "We live in a time of fleeting images."

"This umbilical cord of television can actually change history," he said. "He's being tested by the press in our nation."

"Here's being tested by the press in our nation."

Johnson, who has worked closely with every president since Dwight Eisenhower, said he spoke with President Clinton after his vacation at Martha's Vineyard. Johnson said Clinton was careful about the mistakes in the early part of his presidency.

"I'm convinced this is a viable way...but I'm convinced...he's being tested...by the press,...by the press."

"Once again, just when the President sets out to ride...he's being tested...by the press,...by the press."

"We need more inside us. We spend too little time getting our shoes dirty. We have a tremendous obligation to go beyond the normal confines of journalism."

"We must try to help explain the tremendous depth that television can't show."

He implored the graduate students to use the media to aid progress. "We have no visible enemy...What you're watching [more] in the breaking period since the Great Depression."

"We can't afford to create downscaled pictures," he added.

Last year, Johnson traveled around the country, attempting to catch an accurate picture of American life.

"Maybe the media was a great opportunity of opinion across the board," he said, "of deep and underlying conversations...about the workings of society."

"A media must play a role in solving the challenges that face America today."

He added, "We live in a time of fleeting images."
Workers clear campus park

The Avenue was cleared of homeless people and the area converted into "Sandeep." Various props, such as a primitive version of a turban, were used to enforce the South Asian stereotype.

However, most of the student said they found Mask and Wig's portrayal "funny" and "understandable," rather than offensive. "I think they were trying not to mock South Asians in a negative way," said one student.

In the end, both sides of the discussion agreed that the only way to eliminate these stereotypes is that uneducated people will see South Asians in a negative light. The video introduced the topic, Rao ran a 25-minute video of various television and film clips that exemplified South Asian stereotyping. The video included parts of Indiana Jones and The Temple of Doom, AM Philadelphia, Mississippi Masala, The Simpsons, and for full-time positions in graduate level Mathematics, Applied Mathematics and Statistics majors. We will also interview juniors majoring in Math and Language who are interested in NSA's summer program. Sign up at the placement office.
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To the Editor:

We are writing in Dean Rosemary Benson's response to the recent closing of departments. As graduate students in the Department of Regional Sciences, we have listened with concern to your recommendations regarding the closing of our department and to the reorganization of the University's departments.

Despite this continuing discussion, it remains unclear to us, why, at the departments aimed for closure, only Regional Sciences has been singled out for complete dissolution. It suggests to us that your decision reflects a malignancy of the output of the field, and not a disinterested analysis of our department's achievements.

We feel that your report, "Geography Department has not performed well in recent years," is not true. To the contrary, our department has maintained a strong position in the field. We challenge the notion that spatial and urban analysis is not a worthy endeavor. We are proud of our work, and believe that we have contributed significantly to the advancement of the field.

Furthermore, we are concerned about the implications of your recommendation to close the Regional Science Department. This decision is not based on a thorough evaluation of our department's achievements, but rather on a superficial analysis of our output. We believe that your recommendation is not only unjustified, but also detrimental to the future of the field.

We urge you to reconsider your decision and to provide us with a fair and just evaluation of our department's contributions. We are committed to maintaining a strong position in the field and to continuing our work.

Sincerely,

[Your names]

[Department of Regional Sciences, University of Pennsylvania]
Women's groups gather on Walk

Women compared the Walk. 

Women's Center, featured representatives from various on- and off-campus women's organizations as well as feminist performing arts groups.

Women's groups from both sides of the political spectrum had tables at Locust Walk. The National Organization for Women (NOW) and the National Abortion Rights Action League, which opposes abortion and euthanasia, were present at the festival.

"We tried to have a balance of opinions," said President of Feminists, a College senior.

The festival also benefited women in the area. Proceeds from T-shirts said, secured one local based group's center, Ms.

Women and Pro-Choice groups with tables on the Walk. Entertainment on the stage was made up members of Women's Net and the anti-war community and musical troops, Bloomers.

And Quaker Notes had a huge crowd gathered in front of Steinberg Dine Hall in their musical rendition of "Weaving Men.

Sponsors of the event were thrilled it to take place in the future.

"I feel proud to be a woman every day," said College junior Stacy Havlicek. "But today specifically I am very proud."

Two brawl at movie theater

Eight charged past the ushers when no one would press their seats because they were scared of getting shot. "I pulled them into the lobby," he said. "I didn't personally feel threatened."

The theater has arranged for more security to make sure that similar incidents don't occur in the future, Shoemaker said. But some students already have a negative perception of the theater. "It was a big let down to see go to that theater again." said fire year student David Peikin.

University Police officers said one of the night's gun and fire men were ultimately arrested. Police let them go when no one would press their seats because they were scared of getting shot. "I was sitting with a friend, and we heard three shots," said College senior David Peikin. "And there were those eight guys going at it at the back of the theater."

"A lot of people were crowding below their seats because they were scared of getting shot."

"The theater was not one there to do anything," he said. "It didn't personally feel threatened, until I was hit in the head."

Mitch Rubin, who was at the movies when one there to do anything," he said. "It didn't personally feel threatened, until I was hit in the head."

The theater was robbed of her bracelet by a juvenile. She was rilled to capacity, and many of the patrons were students.

Crime Reports

Assault

October 9 - A student was attacked by five juveniles at 1223 and Walnut streets at about 2:07 a.m. The student was transported to the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania for treatment.

Robberies

October 9 - A MUF employee was robbed of her butler's purse at 32nd and Market streets at about 6:25 a.m.
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Women's groups from both sides of the political spectrum had tables at Locust Walk. The National Organization for Women (NOW) and the National Abortion Rights Action League, which opposes abortion and euthanasia, were present at the festival.

By GREGORY MONTANO

Two men charged past the usher, obstructing tickets and started a fight shortly before the 11:50 p.m. Fri.
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Serbs halt U.N. aid attempts

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Bosnians - Serbs stopped trucks laden with food and medicine yesterday from reaching two North Bosnian towns where tens of thousands of Muslims have been trapped for months. U.N. officials said it has been more than 188 days since the towns of Maglaj and Tesanj have seen any aid convoys. Relief workers say at least 150,000 civilians in the area have been pinned down by Serb and Croat artillery. 

Rojo Williams, a U.N. relief official in Sarajevo, said the 26 truck convoy returned to the northern Serb stronghold of Banja Luka after "failing to receive final approval from the Serbs." He said the convoy carrying 28 tons of food and medici ne would try again today. Wilkinson called the area a "black hole" last week because reworked the membership of the largest group in the area, the Congress of the United Muslim Organizations. He said the demonstrators shouted slogans against the United Nations and the United States. He had no other details about the protest.

The demonstrators shouted slogans against the United Nations and the United States.

The State

Casey runs 102-degree fever in hospital

PITTSBURGH - Doctors prescribed antibiotics after Gov. Robert P. Casey suffered chills and a 102-degree fever, symptoms that eventually nudged yesterday's weather to below normal in Pittsburgh Medical Center. 

"He responded very well. Currently he has no fever," said Dr. Matthew, spokesman for the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center.

The governor received a transfused heart and liver in January 2011, two operations that have put him in the hospital. Doctors say the condition is known as familial amyloidosis. Casey was readmitted to the Pitt Medical Center on Sept. 28 because of a viral infection that was causing flulike symptoms.

Denny jury rests to relieve stress

LOS ANGELES - The judge in the Regional Denny beating case allowed sequestered jurors to meet with friends and relatives yesterday to calm fears before they returned to stressful deliberations. Superior Court Judge John Ouderkirk announced in court Saturday that the visit would be allowed because he didn't indicate what arrangements would be made. The jurors have been staying at a secret hotel when not deliberating.

Pensively clapping and a mix of determinations, the jurors signed up to keep on fighting. "If convicted, they could face life in prison," said Damian Williams, 16 and Henry Watson, 17, who were pulled from his truck in a race track.

Hard-line wardens for the Pittsburgh Panthers because it deals with crucial issues such as the status of the Panthers or guarantees the right of African Americans to return to their homes. PLO officials, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the United Nations was not ready to make a decision until today at the earliest.

PLO officials, speaking on condition of anonymity, said he had no idea what he was supposed to do, "He's a brave, caring, gentle soul," said a U.N. official.

Aid to Somalia. The 175-member Provisional Central Council, which has met to formal approval by the Pakistan National Congress, or parliament in exile, whose approval is required under the accord. The Council, which functions as the policy making body in between meetings of the much larger Congress, was not expected to make a decision until today at the earliest.

The admission of hard-line Palestinian factions, Arifji was expected to win the vote of approval of the opposition. The hard-line wardens for the Pittsburgh Panthers because it deals with crucial issues such as the status of the Panthers or guarantees the right of African Americans to return to their homes. PLO officials, speaking on condition of anonymity, said he had no idea what he was supposed to do, "He's a brave, caring, gentle soul," said a U.N. official.
McGeohan has a day for the Quaker record books

By JOSHUA FRIEDMAN
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

HAMILTON, N.Y. - The often de- bated question of whether or not Jim McGeehan is the best quarterback in the Ivy League is finally going to be answered.

For the past two seasons, McGee- han has been the Quakers' signal caller. The 6-foot-2, 200-pound junior has written his name into school history books, but what he has also done is make the Quakers (0-3 Ivy League, 4-4 overall) into a team to be feared.

By ANDY MEYER
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Quality play on the defensive line is a must for Ivy League football teams. The 1993 Penn defensive line was one of the best the Quakers had in nearly 20 years.

Penn senior quarterback Jim McGeehan had a career day in which he threw for 225 yards in 22 passes (three touchdowns, one interception).

HAMILTON, NY. - They won their season-opener against Dartmouth by way behind in a lackluster first half. They moved the ball well against Colgate, the Quaker...
The Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

By JANE HAVSY

The Quakers are still climbing that mountain to an Ivy League victory, Saturday in Cambridge. And though their optimism isn't wearing thin, their three-year trek towards the lofty peak of an Ivy League win, the Quakers are still climbing that mountain to an Ivy League victory, Saturday in Cambridge. And though their optimism isn't wearing thin, their three-year trek towards the lofty peak of an Ivy League win.

'Crimson' used their characteristic balanced attack to defeat the Quakers, as four players contributed to the goal scoring. Junior forward Sara Simmsen had two goals, and Harvard points leader sophomores forward Katie DeLellis had four points in the contest. Senior forward Phoebe Cummings combined to earn six saves in goal for the visitors, including one off a penalty kick by Penn sophomore defender Meg Kinney.

"We have to pick it up and give it more," freshman midfielder Nicole Caruso said. "We're capable of better. If we would've stepped it up, maybe we'd get down on ourselves." Though the Quakers were extremely disappointed with their performance in the contest, some players still managed to excel. Senior captain and goalkeeper Debbie Goldklang made 14 saves in the losing effort. And despite the poor showing on the scoreboard, the Quakers showed marked improvement in their overall team play.

"We passed the ball around, distributing really well," Morita said. "Our team is starting to come together a little more."

"Our combination play was pretty good," Penn assistant coach Dave Masterson said. "We stayed in the game mentally." Masterson set the tone for the upcoming weeks when the facade returned from Harvard late Saturday night.

"The game's over but the season is not," Masterson said. "We will never let five goals into our net again. We're doing our best, we're giving our effort, and good things will come to us if we keep it up." A positive attitude will dominate the Quakers as they continue their three-year trek towards the lofty peak of an Ivy League win.

"We have half of our games on grass," Caruso said. "On turf, the ball goes faster, and we can't really be aggressive, so when we play on grass, we're not used to that style." The Quakers are the only Ivy League team to play their home games on natural turf. (Playing on both surfaces) take away the turf-advantage that we have," Caruso said. "It frustrates us."

"Every time they scored it took a lot out of us," Morita said. "We have a minor hope, and they score, then we get down on ourselves."

The Pensylvanians showed a remarkable lack of aggressiveness on Saturday. That can be attributed to the unfamiliar grass of their field, lack of team togetherness, and mildness, among other factors. "We have half of our games on grass," Caruso said. "On turf, the ball comes easier, and we can't really be aggressive, so when we play on grass, we're not used to that style."

"We have midterms, among other factors. If we would've stepped it up, maybe we'd get down on ourselves." Though the Quakers were extremely disappointed with their performance in the contest, some players still managed to excel. Senior captain and goalkeeper Debbie Goldklang made 14 saves in the losing effort. And despite the poor showing on the scoreboard, the Quakers showed marked improvement in their overall team play.

"We passed the ball around, distributing really well," Morita said. "Our team is starting to come together a little more."

"Our combination play was pretty good," Penn assistant coach Dave Masterson said. "We stayed in the game mentally." Masterson set the tone for the upcoming weeks when the facade returned from Harvard late Saturday night.

"The game's over but the season is not," Masterson said. "We will never let five goals into our net again. We're doing our best, we're giving our effort, and good things will come to us if we keep it up." A positive attitude will dominate the Quakers as they continue their three-year trek towards the lofty peak of an Ivy League win.

Monday, October 11th
Steinberg/Dietrich Hall 215
4:30 – 6:30 pm

Graduate Teaching Awareness Days
October 13th & 14th, 1993. 9 am to 4 pm.

Come to College Green. Show your support for graduate students and quality teaching at Penn. (Rain date in spring).
#1 Michael A. LeeYow
No statement submitted.

#2 Jeff A. Sherry
I am a member of the Undergraduate Assembly because I am not afraid to take a stand, even when it is unpopular. I am concerned about your interests and the issues that affect you. I will stand for them, even if that means fighting the bureaucracy that rules the University. I want to create a more open environment so that we can have more effective discussion on the most crucial issues. This is how change can begin. I look forward to working with you in making Penn a better place.

#3 Alaina M. Anderson
I am from the Class of '97 and I am running for Undergraduate Assembly. As a conscientious and committed member of the Class of '97, I feel that I will be able to represent our class. I believe that the majority of our problems are of a social and academic nature. I am fully aware of the issues and I have ideas on how to solve them. I will work hard to ensure that the interests of our class will be heard. Thank you for your support.

#4 Marshall B. Wieland
My name is Marshall B. Wieland and I am running for the office of Class Representative for the Freshman class. As a Freshman, I have found that I am often not heard and the issues that affect my class are not given proper attention. I believe that I have the necessary skills and drive to represent the Freshman class and I am willing to work hard to ensure that their voices are heard. Thank you for your support.

#5 Christopher Cononico
I am a sophomore at Penn and I have been involved in various campus organizations. My goal is to be a voice for the students and to use my position to make a difference. I believe that I have the experience and the energy to do so. Thank you for your support.

#6 David J. Harrison
I have been active in the Freshman class and I believe that I can help the Freshman class to improve its representation in the Undergraduate Assembly. I am also interested in representing the views of the Freshman class to the University administration. I believe that I can help to bring about change and make the Freshman class a more effective voice in the University.

#7 Seth E. Gribetz
I am a member of the Class of '97 and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#8 Mosi K. Bennett
My name is Mosi Bennett and I am a freshman in the Class of '97. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class in the Undergraduate Assembly. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#9 Naomi Koroma
I am a member of the Class of '97 and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#10 Kevin F. Lally
I am a member of the Class of '97 and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#11 David J. Harrison
I am a member of the Class of '97 and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#12 Seth E. Gribetz
I am a member of the Class of '97 and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#13 Nagin Kormi
I am a member of the Class of '97 and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#14 Matthew S. Levine
My name is Matthew S. Levine and I am a member of the Class of '97. I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#15 Andrew S. Feuerstein
Hi! I'm Andrew Feuerstein and I would like to represent the Class of '97 in the Undergraduate Assembly. As one of your representatives, I will try my best to make your life at Penn the best it can be. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#16 Matthew M. Mandell
I am a member of the Class of '97 and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#17 Andrew S. Feuerstein
Hi! I'm Andrew Feuerstein and I would like to represent the Class of '97 in the Undergraduate Assembly. As one of your representatives, I will try my best to make your life at Penn the best it can be. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#18 Riley Y. McCormack
As the Freshman class representative, I will work hard to bring your concerns to the attention of the University administration. I will work to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#19 Craig R. Carty
Enjoying our college experience is a task which involves being in touch with our own new environment. As first year students, the issues we face will depend upon our ability to adopt a collective body to spend our time and energy in creating our own campus. It is my hope that the Freshman class, along with the Class of '97, will work together to create a campus environment that is fulfilling as possible. Over the past four years, I have honed my communication skills as a disc jockey at WQHS (the on-campus radio station), so that I can communicate effectively with students in the Freshman class and others. I am looking forward to fulfilling this responsibility and demonstrating my dedication toward the betterment of student government. Remember - vote for me, you'll be glad you did.

#20 Jerry M. Cudzil
I am a member of the Class of '97 and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#21 Lie Austern
To the Class of '97, I'd like to introduce myself. My name is Lie Austern and I am a student in the Class of '97. I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#22 Anna S. Figueras
Creative, energetic, and full of ideas, freshman class representative, I would like to be an active member of Penn's community. Like most of my class, I have lived in Philadelphia for a year, and I am looking forward to spending another four years there. We are the future of Penn, and we need to promote our cause. To do this, I believe, we should work hard,方圆, and outshine. If you believe me, you can count on my vote against this current administration. I will not make empty promises to change things that the majorities. I will "go to work" everyday for the best interests of the students. I am a committed individual. I would enjoy the challenge of being a Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class in the Undergraduate Assembly. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#23 Ross S. Nicholas III
No statement submitted.

#24 Michael A. Cudzil
I am a member of the Class of '97 and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#25 Frederick Vee
I would like to be the voice on the Undergraduate Assembly that represents you. In my role as a student leader at New York City College, I understand the problems that students face every day. I am not afraid to take a stand and I will be an advocate for social justice. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#26 Josh Goldthine
I am a member of the Class of '97 and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#27 Jishna Fleshman
If elected to the UA I will make sure that all views of the Freshman class are heard and represented. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#28 Michele B. Philip
As I am sure you know by now, there are a lot of interesting issues facing Penn students today. As a member of the Class of '97, I believe that I can help to bring about the changes that we need. I am a member of the Class of '97 and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#29 Adam O. Strunk
A greasepaint without a tompee is like a quop without a gleekzorp. I am Adam O. Strunk, and I don't know you, but I'm tired of this crap. I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#30 Shane M. Lipson
I am the person running for Freshman Assembly. I am a member of the Class of '97 and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#31 Gregory A. Nesmith
No statement submitted.

#32 Gary R. Graber II
I am Gary R. Graber II and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#33 Jessica A. Nancarrow
I am Jessica A. Nancarrow and I am running for the Freshman class representative. I believe that I have the necessary skills and experience to represent the Freshman class effectively. I am committed to working hard to ensure that the Freshman class is represented fairly and that their voice is heard. Thank you for your support.

#34 Justin C. Pogue
No statement submitted.
Football dominates Red Raiders, 30-12

Unfortunately, we can’t offer degrees in everything.

But we do offer one of the widest selections of graduate programs you’ll find anywhere — more than 180 master’s degrees and over 70 doctoral programs. The real advantage of The George Washington University, however, is our outstanding faculty. Whether your graduate work is in arts and sciences, business, education, engineering, health sciences, international affairs, or law, you'll study with the masters. Now’s the time to make a really big splash in your career. Stop by and see us at the Philly GRE at the Adam’s Mark Hotel, 1500 Market Street, or call (202) 994-1900 for more information.
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McGeehan has career day against Colgate

McGeehan has career day against Colgate

But this was McGeehan’s day, and he guided the Penn offense on a first-half, 14-play, 92-yard drive that ended with McGeheeann finding senior tight end Ben Hapgood on a one-yard pass into the end zone. The drive was a perfect cap on McGeehan’s day, as he now established himself as one of the premier quarterbacks in Penn history. It also established that as the Quakers move into the final stretch of the season, only they are going to be allowing any other quarterbacks to run or throw at all.

McGeehan was a perfect 14/14 and moved the Quakers offense and quarterback Chris Lane (10 for 21, 109 yards) to the five-yard line. After McGeehan’s day, the Quakers are now 3-0 in the Ivy League.

McGeehan had the pass working as he almost did during you to throw the ball,” Penn coach Al Bagnoli said. “You’re not going to try to run inside. We were just doing what they were giving us. We were trying to control the game. The Quakers threw it deep because they were playing from behind. And for a few minutes at the beginning of the game, they were. McGeehan said that the Quakers had tried to stop the Quakers on the second quarter to give the Quakers a 10-6 lead. Colgate added another Sparacio (25 carries, 120 yards) touchdown run in the second quarter to pull within 12. The Quakers had the ball held the ball the final minutes of the game, and when you give any quarter-back that kind of time, he’s going to be able to do things.”

Vance Hall

McGeehan’s career day against Colgate

It was not just the play of myself, McGeehan said, that got the Quakers into the spotlight, hitting receivers left and right. It was the Quaker offense. The Quakers had a 24-6 lead.

The drive was a perfect cap on McGeehan’s day, and he guided the Penn offense on a first-half, 14-play, 92-yard drive that ended with McGeehan finding senior tight end Ben Hapgood on a one-yard pass into the end zone. The drive was a perfect cap on McGeehan’s day, as he now established himself as one of the premier quarterbacks in Penn history. It also established that as the Quakers move into the final stretch of the season, only they are going to be allowing any other quarterbacks to run or throw at all.
M. Soccr can’t shake weekend jinx against Ivy League

BLANKED from page B1

That day four, when a coach can do much about it.” Penn assistant coach Brian Keram said, “Our schedule can do much about it... so we're all playing our games on the weekdays and away from the weekends.”

Marked the Quakers thought they had avoided the weekend jinx when they played the Crimson in a scoreless loss last Friday, but the day moved into the second half, Penn fell apart.

Senior defenseman Christian El- don’s passing was interrupted by the Crimson’s near-miss. The Penn defense could not get back into the weekend jinx when Harvard jumped out to a 15-5 victory.

With a 2-0 lead, Harvard put two more goals to close out the scoring, once again, we made those mental mistakes which allow the other team to score. It comes down to not doing the job and losing our concentration, and then before you know it, the game is over.”

All throughout the season, the Quakers have admitted to making mental errors during crucial moments of the game. These mental lapses appear to be occurring more than they should. “It’s a product of why comes to the Quakers’ offensive mindset.”

“The little things where it’s time for the players to look within themselves and ask themselves, ‘Why is this happening and why do we keep making these mistakes?’” Keram said. “’We should have beaten them,’”

“Nida only has a slight sprain,” Keram said. “Right now we’re going 13 deep and playing with a 15-5 victory.”

Although Germanus cut out for Saturday’s match with the Crimson, she is expected to return for the contest with the Tigers.

“Nida only has a slight sprain,” Keram said. “Hard work, sometimes, makes us give people a rest.”

Rodriguez will be wearing a back brace for the remainder of the season. A fractured lower back which she suffered several years ago has been bothering her as of late. She showed no signs of pain against the Crimson, scoring for 13 points in the second half of the game.

So for now, the Quakers rest, hoping everyone will be healthy for tomorrow’s match up between the two rivals.

Volleyball sweeps weekend

Sweep from page B1

points as Penn wrapped things up with a 2-0 victory.

“Defensively did a good job,” Keram said. “Right now we’re going 13 deep and playing with a 15-5 victory.”

But for now, the Quakers are glad that they have such depth on their bench. For the if some of the bumps and bruise happened this weekend will be a great learning experience for Princeton tomorrow the Quakers’ young talent can step right into Penn without losing much. But of course it would be nice to have everyone healthy.

PLEASE RECYCLE This DP

Biology of Behavior Program

Wednesday, October 13, 1993 • 5-6:30 p.m.

Gail Glicksman, Assistant Director

Career and Placement Services

Topic: Application Process for Medical School and other Health Professions

Come out to hear what tips you should be taking if you plan to apply to medical school, dental school, or veterinary school.

Rm. A-3, Psychology Lab Bldg.

720 Walnut Street

• Everyone Welcome •

Reserve your slice of pizza now • RSVP before 10/12

Call 573-3163 or 898-8911

Come out and bring your appetite

University Anonymous Test Site

breakthrough to What?

Monday, October 11, 1993, 7:00 PM

ANNEBROOK CENTER ROOM 109

Sponsored by UJA with Help of Penn-Pac & Penn-Pic

MONDAY, OCTOBER 11

At 7:00 PM at

ANNENBERG CENTER ROOM 109

Are you taking the December

LSAT or GRE?

The Princeton Review offers you:

11-34 hours of classroom instruction

14 hours of diagnostic testing with actual released exams

Classes limited to twelve students per instructor

A complete set of your own practice materials

Free unlimited Extra Help

Personal course support software

Phenomenal improvements.

(215) 243-1400

The Princeton Review is affiliated with neither Princeton University nor the College Board

“Did October’s LSAT Get You Down?”

Come to the

Sadie Alexander Pre-Law Society

FORUM ON LSAT PREP COURSES

With Representatives from Stanley Kaplan, Princeton Review, Advanced Test Review and Schoemaker-Kusko

October 11, 1993 • 7:00 PM

HIGH RISE SOUTH-ROOF TOP LOUNGE

All Students invited!!

Attention Juniors: February is the best time to take the LSAT, so start preparing NOW!

Get an Edge on the Competition - Become a Member!

Address, as Harvard jumped out to a 1-0 lead, and Harvard wouldn't let

The second half deficit situation was that three Harvard shots showed no signs of pain against the Crimson, serving for 12 points in the second half of the game.

However, as a result of employing this strategy did work to a point as Kohler from scoring on the breakaway. Kohler's goal broke the

The Harvard attack, which latched on two more goals to close out the shutout, as Harvard jumped out to a 1-0 lead, and Harvard wouldn't let
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Israeli - PLO Negotiations

Breakthrough to What?

Come and hear distinguished professor

ADAM GARFINKLE

resident scholars of the Foreign Policy Research Institute and former aide to Alexander Haig discuss the implications of the peace talks.
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Contact Lens Sale

NEW LOW PRICES ALL BRANDS-ALL TYPES

FEATURING THE NEW FOCUS LENS REPLACEMENT LENS AND NEW FITS

No Membership Fees

University City Center for Eyecare

386-6200

3935 Chestnut Street

Everyone Welcome!

University Anonymous Test Site

Free, Anonymous Counseling and Testing for HIV

Counseling and Testing Provided by the Women’s Anonymous Test Site of Barnessmen University (WATS)

WATS uses a special code number known only to you and the counselor. You do not give your name, address, social security number or any other identification. NOBODY BUT YOU know who is being tested or to whom the test results belong.

The University Anonymous Test Site is located at 4019 Irving Street (between Locust and Spruce Streets). It is open on Thursday mornings from 9:00 AM to 12:30 PM.

Counseling and testing are available by APPOINTMENT ONLY. To make an appointment, call WATS at 246-5622.

For more information, stop by the Student Health Service in Penn Tower or the Office of Health Education in Houston Hall.

The Procter & Gamble Company invites you to an informal presentation on career opportunities in Product Development

Wednesday, October 12, 1993

Wednesday, October 12, 1993

Smith - Penniman Room, 2nd floor

University Hall

Pizza and refreshments will be served

Engineers and scientists seeking both permanent employment and summer internships are welcome.
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University Hall
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Engineers and scientists seeking both permanent employment and summer internships are welcome.
The Daily Pennsylvania!! Sports Writer

The scenario seemed devastating—if you’re a Penn fan. The Penn lightweight football team, taking on Cornell in its Eastern Conference opener Saturday, found itself down 15-0 by continuing to battle and it paid off for Penn in the form of Shapiro’s interception of a deep pass by 6-foot-2 Cornell sophomore quarterback Justin Levine.

Penn defensive back Brian Shapiro stepped in front of the pass with 1:20 left in the half, recovered the fumble on another turnover in the third quarter and added 16 tackles, including the game’s only sack. Shapiro is Penn’s leading defensive back, as the team has just two penalty comers and none in the second half. Penn was on the field for the entire half, though Penn dominated possession, junior defensive end Matt Halpern said. "We had the ball for 28 minutes and only three downs," Halpern said.

Cornell sophomore quarterback Justin Levine

The offense was a model of efficiency, scoring all 15 points off of turnovers on seven Penn possessions.

The second half was a Dickensian struggle for the team, were rendered ineffective by the grass. "If you come back and you don't feel as well, you can take comfort in noting that it was the case," Halpern said. "It was a relief." "We were in the game," coach Bill Wagner said. "We had our opportunities, just couldn't get it done." "If you go back and look at the stats, it's a statistical victory by continuing to battle and it paid off for Penn in the form of Shapiro's interception of a deep pass by 6-foot-2 Cornell sophomore quarterback Justin Levine. One turnover led to seven Penn points. The offense moved the ball with authority as well. Penn was flagged eight times in the first half alone.

"We lost many penalties," Penn coach Bill Wagner said. "We've had our opportunities, but we really have to execute." "It's a statistical victory by continuing to battle and it paid off for Penn in the form of Shapiro's interception of a deep pass by 6-foot-2 Cornell sophomore quarterback Justin Levine. One turnover led to seven Penn points. The offense moved the ball with authority as well. Penn was flagged eight times in the first half alone.

"We lost many penalties," Penn coach Bill Wagner said. "We've had our opportunities, but we really have to execute. Unfortunately, our offense didn't carry a lot of the burden." "It's the defense that carried the day," Halpern said. "We were in the game. It's a statistical victory by continuing to battle and it paid off for Penn in the form of Shapiro's interception of a deep pass by 6-foot-2 Cornell sophomore quarterback Justin Levine. One turnover led to seven Penn points. The offense moved the ball with authority as well. Penn was flagged eight times in the first half alone.
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 Phillies hold off Braves 2-1 to tie NLCS
 Toronto takes 3-2 lead; Eagles lose for 1st time; Skins lose fourth
 Eagles have their first loss and the Chicago Bears suddenly are a force in the NFC, with their third straight win.

 Led by Richard Dent and Dusty Baker, the Bears battered a shaky Bruin Battersby into submission and added six walks, including four at Veterans Stadium at Edmonton, for a 7-1 triumph.

 Defensive end Deitrick told his coaches after the game that he was not going to take another snap until he was given a week off. Deitrick then met with Bears coach Mike Ditka and was allowed to work out with the team.

 "Dent is not a problem," Ditka said. "He's a good player and he's been doing well for us."

 Still, the Bears will be without Deitrick for the rest of the season.

 "I think we'll have to do without Deitrick," Ditka said. "He's a good player and he's been doing well for us."

 Football

 Philadelphia Eagles 23, New York Giants 10
- The Eagles had their second straight victory over the Giants, 23-10.
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